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A Role Model for Us

From the Editor’s Desk

Dear RCJH Family,
By the time you read this editorial, we would be into the new year already. 2024
would have arrived, filled with the hope of a better world for all.

What does a new year actually mean? A change of date? Revelry to welcome
that moment? A whole lot of new resolutions that mostly never last? Or is it just
another day?

Whatever it may be, there is no doubt that it is the time that the entire world is
filled with an air of festivity and optimism. However bad a year, the previous one
has been, the air brings with it tidings of a better tomorrow. Relationships are
mend, bridges are built and we all strive to be a better person and version of
ourselves in the coming days.

While wishing a better tomorrow for ourselves and our families, as Rotarians, we
also work tirelessly for a better tomorrow for those around us. To reduce the pain
even a little bit, of those less privileged than ourselves. To bring some joy to
those who lead lives with very limited hope.

May the new year be filled with moments of joy, for ourselves and those around
us. May we all have a more selfless and compassionate heart than the year gone
by. May we all be blessed with health to carry on our crusades to leave behind a
better planet for our children and grandchildren.

With warm affection and fond greetings,

Rtn Sheela Ramakrishnan



President RCJH -2023-24 
Dr. Jyothi Reddy Ghanta

Dear fellow Rotarians,

As we conclude another remarkable year, I reflect on the profound joy that emanates
from the act of giving. With immense gratitude, I extend my heartfelt appreciation to
each of you for your unwavering commitment to service and the betterment of
humanity.

Expressing gratitude for the positive moments and opportunities of the past year, let us
also anticipate new beginnings and fresh opportunities in the coming year. The Rotary
Club remains a beacon of hope and positive change, and I am confident that our
collective efforts will continue to make a significant difference in the lives of those who
rely on our support. Whether through community projects, humanitarian efforts, or
educational initiatives, our spirit of generosity has touched countless hearts and
brought smiles to faces around us.

In the spirit of the season, let's reflect on the accomplishments and milestones
achieved together. Every event, fundraiser, and community outreach initiative has
played a crucial role in strengthening our bond as Rotarians and, more importantly,
making a positive impact on our community.

I am filled with gratitude for the privilege of serving alongside such an incredible group.
As we welcome the new year, let's renew our commitment to service and 

CLUB PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

embrace the opportunities ahead. The challenges we face are
stepping stones to further growth and positive change.
Together, we can continue to be a force for good in our
community and beyond.

Let’s rock the next 6 months, putting in our best efforts to elevate
RCJH to greater heights before we conclude Rotary year 2023-
24.

Wishing you all a prosperous and joyous new year!
Regards



Name Birthday

Mrs. Laxmi Visireddy Jan' 01

Mrs. Kandula Priyadarsini Jan' 01

Mr. Sree Rama Murthy J. Jan' 01

Mrs. Geeta Mallikarjunan Jan' 03

Mr. Pavan Churukanti Jan' 03

Mr. Rajesh Mindi Jan' 04

Mr. Jaikumar Gupta C Jan' 08

Mr. Onteddu Sandeep Reddy Jan' 08

Mr. Shankar Ganji Jan' 10

Mr. K V Rao Jan' 10

Mrs. Vani Potluri Jan' 15

Mr. Nagaraju Kacham Jan' 16

Mr. Champaka Rao Jan' 19

Mr. Mallikarjuna Rao Ch.S.S Jan' 22

Mrs. Anitha Prasad S Jan' 23

Mr. Mohammed Asif Hussain
Sohail Jan' 30

Name Spouse Name Anniversary
Date

Mr. Mahendra
Bhandari Mrs. Bina Jan' 04

Mr. Madhusudhan
Rao

Mrs. H.
Madhurima Jan' 23

Mr. Raja Gopal
Vajrala

Mrs. Madhura
Vani Jan' 25

Mrs. Sheela
Ramakrishnan Mr. Hariharan Jan' 27

Mr. Venkata Reddy
M Mrs. Triveni M Jan' 29

Birthdays

December
Birthday & Anniversaries

Anniversaries



Know your Rotarians!

In this segment, we invite you to test your knowledge of our esteemed Rotarian community.
Can you identify the faces behind these delightful childhood photos?

Send your answers to Rtn Sheela with a CC to our Club President

Answers will be shared in the upcoming issue of Jubileen

Can you identify this Rotarian
from their early days?

Take a guess at which Rotarian
this is from their younger years!

Who do you think this Rotarian is,
looking at their younger self?

Try to recognize this Rotarian
from their youthful days!



Rtn Anantula Muralikrishna Rtn Bala Koti Reddy

Rtn Jyothi Reddy Ghanta Rtn Satish Reddy

Know your Rotarians!

Answers to November’s Issue of “Know your Rotarians



Be a spendthrift, caring for nothing up to the age of the 1st
30: (Enjoying stage)

Set your goals, work hard, learn, earn, and save to achieve
goals and responsibilities during the 2nd 30: (Accumulation
phase)

Now, at 60. Relax for the rest of your life from the 3rd 30.
(Distribution phase)

FORMULA 15:15:15

Start saving 15k pm under Sec 80C for 15 yrs @15%, and
leave the investment for 15 yrs to grow. Enjoy Income Tax
rebate too. You will land on a minimum of 7 cr @ 60 yrs for a
beautiful corpus for your easy retirement life.
Be with Rs 2k pm @ 22, enjoy tax rebate and pocket 1Cr
corpus on retirement.
What more does any retiree need? Don't care about
inflation; it's your chasing enemy.
Sharia compliance is also taken care of for desired
investors.
NRI investments can be repatriated, enjoying higher
income and growth by investing in Indian Mutual Funds.
For many more tailor-made formulas & and calculators.
A thing of beauty is a joy forever.
Else 2000/- pm in the name of the newborn baby runs
equally fast.
The choice is yours. The challenge is ours.

Enjoy the happy journey. Be a good neighbor. Circulate to
everyone. Life is as simple as 

FORMULA 30:30:30

- Rtn Kumara Swamy T



When we think of women breaking barriers and shattering glass ceilings, Indian women in the field of
finance often come to mind. Despite facing numerous challenges and societal stereotypes, Indian women
have made significant strides in the finance sector, showcasing their exceptional talent, commitment, and
determination to excel in this male-dominated domain. Today, we will explore the stories of two inspiring
Indian women who have become formidable figures in the world of finance, serving as role models for
aspiring women in the field.

 

and her impeccable leadership skills earned her the distinction of being one of Fortune's "World's 50 Most
Powerful Women in Business" for three consecutive years. 

Kidwai's success is emblematic of the drive and potential that Indian women possess in the financial
industry. Her achievements have not only shattered glass ceilings but have also given hope and inspiration
to countless other women who aspire to make a mark in the field of finance.

Another exemplary figure in the Indian finance sector Nirmala Sitharaman was born on August 18, 1959, in 

Firstly, meet Naina Lal Kidwai, a trailblazing pioneer in
the Indian banking industry. Born in 1957, Kidwai went
on to become the first Indian woman to graduate from
Harvard Business School. With this prestigious degree
in hand, she embarked on a remarkable journey,
making waves in the world of finance. Kidwai's career
path took her to iconic institutions such as the World
Bank and Morgan Stanley, where she became the
Country Head of Investment Banking.

However, Kidwai's most notable achievement came in
her role as the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of HSBC
India. Under her leadership, she transformed the bank
into one of the most respected financial institutions in
the country. Kidwai's relentless pursuit of excellence 

Madurai, Tamil Nadu, India. She holds a Bachelor's
degree in Economics from Seethalakshmi Ramasamy
College in Tiruchirapalli and a Master's degree in
Economics from Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), New
Delhi. Additionally, she pursued a Ph.D. in Indo-European
Textile Trade within the framework of the GATT from JNU.

Before entering politics, Sitharaman had a successful
career in the corporate sector and academia. She worked
with PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) in the United
Kingdom and briefly served as a Senior Manager at the
Research and Analysis Wing (R&AW), India's external
intelligence agency. Her experience also includes serving
as a member of the National Commission for Women and
the Ministry of Finance's Task Force on Direct Taxes.

Indian Women in Finance
Two Inspirational Role Models



Nirmala Sitharaman joined the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and rose through the ranks, eventually
becoming the party's spokesperson. She was appointed as India's Finance Minister in 2019, making
history as the first woman to hold this position. Sitharaman has been a key architect of economic
policies, reforms, and financial measures aimed at fostering growth and addressing challenges in the
Indian economy. She has made significant contributions to the financial landscape of India. 

Under her leadership, Sitharaman has introduced several key reforms and initiatives to boost economic
growth, address fiscal challenges, and enhance financial inclusion. She has been instrumental in rolling
out measures to support various sectors, especially during challenging times such as the global
economic downturn and the COVID-19 pandemic. Her commitment to economic reforms, fiscal
prudence, and inclusive policies has earned her recognition both nationally and internationally. Nirmala
Sitharaman's achievements extend beyond her role as Finance Minister, as she has been actively
involved in Indian politics and policymaking for several years. Her resilience, strategic thinking, and
dedication to advancing India's economic interests make her an exemplary figure in the Indian finance
sector and a role model for women aspiring to excel in leadership roles in finance and governance.

These two remarkable women, Naina Lal Kidwai and Nirmala Sitaraman, epitomize the potential and
success that Indian women can achieve in the field of finance. Their stories serve as a beacon of light and
inspiration for aspiring women, proving that gender should never be a hindrance to their dreams and
aspirations.
As their stories demonstrate, Indian women in finance possess the talent, intellect, and determination
needed to excel in this competitive industry. It is crucial for society and organizations to continue
creating an inclusive and supportive environment that nurtures and empowers women to succeed at
every level.

In conclusion, the stories of Naina Lal Kidwai and Nirmala Sitaraman embody the remarkable
achievements of Indian women in the finance sector. Their trailblazing journeys prove that with hard
work, resilience, and unwavering determination, women can break barriers and thrive in any field. By
embracing their stories, aspiring Indian women can draw inspiration and pave their own paths towards
success in the world of finance

Rtn. H.M Rao

Indian Women in Finance
Two Inspirational Role Models



RCJH in Action

✨ Year-End Bash at 36 DOWNTOWN! 
We joyously celebrated the year-end and embraced the new beginnings at 36 DOWNTOWN on

December 28th.  Here's to memories made and adventures awaiting in the coming year!

Had an incredible time participating in the Shri
Shakthi College of Hotel Management ADIEU
2023 Grand Gala Lunch at SSCHM, Begumpet
on December 28th. Culinary delights and
memorable moments!



RCJH in Action

Thrilled to have attended the Annual Day function at the Special Needs School in the Institute of
Genetics.  Distributed 15 Learning Kits worth 45K to special needs and mentally challenged

students.

Christmas and new year were celebrated by
RCJH members at JIC, Jubilee Hills and
enjoyed most melodious musical evening



RCJH in Action

Exciting times at RCJH as we conducted the District Governor Nominee
Designate (DGND) Election process to select our candidate. Democracy in

action!  Stay tuned for the next chapter of leadership. 

Interactors of The Shri Ram Universal School
embraced the spirit of giving by visiting

Goonj and volunteering to create relief kits
for those affected by the recent floods in

Chennai. Together, they've crafted 70 family
kits and 182 school kits. 



RCJH in Media



Sl No Course Batch size Status Timings Joined EDP

1 Tailoring-1 15 Completed 9:00 to 12:30 Pm 05

2 Tailoring-2 15 Completed 1:30 to 4:30 Pm 05

Our Learning Center Updates

Tailoring course:
We have completed the training for the tailoring batch with 30
students which started on the 3rd of October 2023.

Out of these, 10 women joined  Entrepreneurship Development
Program (EDP) and working on orders and the remaining women
are self-employed.



Our Learning Center Updates

EDP Update:
Completed orientation for 30 women for starting a new batch.

We’ve received an order for the stitching of 50 blouses.
All the beneficiaries are currently occupied with the execution of this order.
The cost of stitching each blouse is 40 rupees.
We are thrilled to inform you that we are on the verge of receiving another
order for pillow covers and the anticipated quantity is approximately
50,000/- pieces.

Tuitions:
The Free Tuition at Rotary Centre is
being run for Poor and needy boys
& girls of Class III to VIII Currently
25 students are attending our free
tuition.

Challenges: 
The strength is less during festivals
and holidays as many of them are
migrated, they are going back to
their home towns along with their
parents.



Our Learning Center Updates

Strategies to Improve Strength:
Visiting Government schools to spread awareness about free

tuition at Rotary LC.

Python programme:
This programme has reached its half way and on 20th January

2024 Mid-term course evaluation of the students will be done. The
students who qualify in this evaluation will be admitted to the

advanced Python programme which will start shortly.







1. Mother of the bride and groom don't attend the wedding: In a
traditional Bengali wedding, the mother of the bride and groom don't

attend their son's or daughter's wedding as they believe that the mother
would have a harmful or evil effect on the married life of the child.

India is a multi-cultural country and has many languages, religion and
customs. Indian weddings are full of great colour but there are some weird
ceremonies which may appear very strange: We look at a few customs in

Indian weddings that will surprise you. 

3 Weird Indian Wedding
Rituals

2. No Socializing Tradition: Certain Adivasi communities practice a
unique ritual where a newlywed woman is secluded with her husband,

and forbidden to interact with others. After a year, senior members
approve the marriage, leading to a grand community celebration.

3. Fish Approval in Manipuri Weddings: In traditional Manipuri
weddings, the bride and groom release two fish into a pond. If the

fish swim together, it is considered an auspicious sign.

From Deccan Herald



1. It is a landlocked and mountainous small country of about 800,000 people, sandwiched between China
and India. A deeply religious Buddhist country (Vajrayana Buddhism is the national religion), it is ruled by a
King. The king gave up most of the powers in 2008 to an elected assembly and a council of ministers and it
is now a constitutional monarchy. But, he still directly controls defense and foreign affairs. He is much loved
and treated almost like a god by the Bhutanese.

2. Till 1963, it was practically closed to the world as there was no motorable road outside, and was virtually
unknown to the rest of the world. India built the 1st road from Jaigom in West Bengal to the border town of
Phutsholing in Bhutan, a first in opening it to the outside world.

3. It had no army till 1958. When a conflict arose, historically by an invasion from the Tibetan side, the monks
gathered and acted as a fighting force. Bhutan now has a regular army of about 10,000.

4. Police or armed guards are normally not seen anywhere, not even in the airport.

5. The focus is on promoting the happiness of people. In place of only GDP, Bhutan developed its unique
National Happiness Index. People are generally very pleasant, cheerful, helpful, and peaceful. No crime. High
level of honesty.

6. Free healthcare and free education are available to all, including higher education abroad.

7. Property rights are matrilineal; i.e. mother to daughter. Non-citizens cannot own property.

8. The whole country is 100% organic. The staple food is rice with a vegetable, in all the 3
meals. Plastic-free and no trash. Rice and root vegetables like potatoes, carrots, and turnips are grown on
the hillsides on small terraces.

9. With about 80% of land being covered by forests and with very little burning of fossil fuels, Bhutan is highly
carbon-positive.

10. SDF: To discourage excessive tourism which can damage the environment, a Sustainability Development
Fee (SDF) is charged for all visitors, @$200 to non-Indians and Rs.1,200 for Indians, per day of stay in Bhutan.

11. The speed limit is 50 KMPH, except on small stetches of highways where it is 60. In our over 6 days of
travel on the roads of about 1,200 KM in Bhutan, we saw no accident and heard no horn. Very patient and
careful driving.

12. While Bhutan imports a lot of its needs, its main export is hydel power.

What is Special about Bhutan?

Embark on a voyage to the heart of Bhutan, a mesmerizing kingdom cradled amid the majestic peaks of
China and India. Home to 800,000 souls, this tranquil land boasts a rich tapestry of spirituality and tradition.

With a matrilineal society, pristine landscapes, and commitment to sustainability, Bhutan beckons as an
oasis of simplicity and joy. Join us in exploring this haven, where time slows, and every moment resonates

with the gentle beauty of existence.



13. Sightseeing/ Tourism:

14. Wildlife: There are Bengal Tiger, Leopard, Black Bear, Langur, etc. Takin, which looks like a cross
between a goat and a small ox, is a unique national animal. No census of Takin was ever taken but it is
believed there may only be about 100 of them in Bhutan.

15. How is China viewed? Though initially evasive, as we got to know the driver and guide
better they opened up and said the people of Bhutan do not trust the Chinese. They hated the suppression
of Buddhism in Tibet, government facilitated the settlement of Chinese people there and, in effect, forced
the Dalai Lama to flee to India. Given a chance, they think China would gobble up Bhutan. No Chinese
tourists are seen. No Chinese projects are there in Bhutan, whereas there are several done by India, often
gratis.

a. It is a fascinating country one would love to get to know. But, not really for pure sightseeing.

b. Days consisted mostly of seeing religious places. Drive a long time to see yet another  temple, forts,
fortresses, pagodas, or monasteries. So many of them would be of interest only to someone researching
Buddhism or its followers.

c. These structures are all tiny in comparison with those in India and are made of wood. Not magnificent
or impressive as buildings.

d. But there is the beauty of the rugged hills and mountains.

e. For trekking, Bhutan is a great place.

f. For an average tourist, 4 or 5 nights in Bhutan are enough. We had 6, at our request, due to flight
connectivity limitations.

g. Most tourists are from India, a few from Europe or the USA, and several from Thailand. PTO

h. Stomach issues: Some of us had mild stomach upsets. Safer to avoid the “Butter Tea” commonly
offered as a welcome drink. Without hot water and soap washing the serving dishes, the butter won’t go
away and can harbor microbes.

What is Special about Bhutan?

Composed by:
Mr. Kumar Tipirneni



Laughter
The Best
Medicine! 

A nurse told me, “Sorry for the
wait” 

I replied “it’s alright, I am
patient.

I saw the ball kept bigger and
bigger. 

I was wondering why, 
and then it hit me.

I got fired from my job at the
Bank today. 

An old lady came into the bank
and asked me to check her
balance, so I pushed her over.

The Patient The Ball My Job

Why did melon jump into the
lake? It wanted to be a

watermelon 
What do you call a sleeping

dinosaur? Dino snore
The first Rule of Alzheimer’s club
is ….. wait, where are we again?

The Rotary Club of Papeete, Tahiti, situated in the heart of the Pacific Ocean, stands as
the most remote club from any other. Meanwhile, the southernmost Rotary meeting
occurs at the Rotary Club of Base Marambio-Antartida in Antarctica, with another
Spanish-speaking club, the Rotary Club of Base Antarctica Esperanza.

In Argentina, the El Aguilar club holds meetings at the highest elevation globally,
situated at 16,000 feet (4,880 meters) above sea level. On the contrary, the lowest club
convenes 40 feet (12.2 meters) below sea level in El Centro, California, USA.

A noteworthy fact: there are 69 Rotary clubs worldwide with the word "Tokyo" in their
club names.

It's often mentioned that a Rotary meeting takes place somewhere in the world every
hour of every day. If one were to attend a meeting daily, it would take almost 80 years
to visit all of the 34,500+ Rotary clubs globally. By then, undoubtedly, numerous new
clubs would have emerged.

District 9100, encompassing 14
West African Countries, holds
the distinction of being the
largest geographical District in
the Rotary world. Established in
1985, it adopts three official
languages: English, French, and
Portuguese.

For the northernmost club,
one must journey above the
Arctic Circle to the Rotary Club
of Barrow, Alaska, U.S.A.

A QUICK ROTARY CLUB GEOGRAPHY LESSON



Vitality Corner: 
27 Natural Health and Nutrition Tips That

Are Evidence-Based

Meditate for Stress Management

Limit Sugary Drinks

Eat Nuts and Seeds Avoid Ultra-Processed FoodsEmbrace Coffee

Include Fatty Fish Prioritize Quality SleepNourish Gut Bacteria

Stay Hydrated

Mind Charred Meats

Manage Evening Lights

Address Vitamin D
Deficiency

Embrace Fruits
and Vegetables

Prioritize Protein

Engage in Aerobic Exercise Avoid Harmful Substances

Choose Extra Virgin Olive Oil Limit Added Sugar

Reduce Refined Carbs Incorporate Strength Training

Steer Clear of Trans Fats

Spice Up Your Diet

Cultivate Social
Relationships

Track Food Intake Occasionally

Address Excess Belly Fat

Avoid Restrictive Diets

Include Whole Eggs



Upcoming Events
District and International Events

07 January
Sankranthi Celebrations 

10 January
Handing over of Nilofer

Operation Theatre Lights 

11 January
Tribal School Inauguration 

16 January
Speaker Meeting 

 
23 January

Successful 6 months and
New Year Celebrations 

30 January
Vocational Awards Event



Rtn Madhavi P

Rotary International News

To read the Full News, Log into www.rotary.org
A Few Updates from Rotary International



Sharing Hope In Singapore

2024 Rotary
International Convention

25th - 29th May 2024

SINGAPORE

Register Now

Experience the profound Rotary Convention in vibrant 

Singapore from May 25th to May 29th, 2024. 

Connect with action-driven individuals from around the 

world, fostering friendshipvs and learning from 

distinguished speakers. 

Be inspired to make a difference, leaving with renewed 

hope and a commitment to share it with the world. 

@www.convention.rotary.org/en-us/registration

DO NOT MISS !

*for Private Circulation Only


